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In this paper, we discuss properties of elementary embeddings and their 
relation to large cardinal assumptions, within ZFC. 
The first part is devoted to the study of non-closure properties of the image 
model. Let j : V + M be an elementary embedding from the universe V into an 
inner model M. Large cardinal concepts are often defined in terms of closure of 
M: compactness, supercompactness or hugeness. Surprisingly, we show that some 
non-closure of M (for instance “M c M and “lM$ M) also require large cardinal 
hypotheses, and we give examples of elementary embeddings satisfying this 
pseudo-closure. 
In the second part, we study the connections between large cardinal assump- 
tions and the absence of some fixed points of elementary embeddings. The 
difficulty of moving such cardinals as inaccessible cardinals is related there to the 
existence of inner models with measurable cardinals. 
In both parts, the construction of inner models with measurable cardinals is 
based either on K. Kunen’s results about the constructible universe from a 
sequence of ultrafilters or on W.J. Mitchell’s work on the Core Model for 
sequences of measures. 
This paper represents the first three chapters of the author’s Ph.D. dissertation, 
and I wish to thank for their help, both Aki Kanamori and Kenneth McAloon. 
Our notation is standard: K, A, p, . . . are infinite cardinals, (Y, /3, y, . . . ordinals. 
If X and Y are sets, xY denotes the set of functions with domain X and values in 
Y. Whenever f belongs to xY, P,X is cf(x) : x E X}. Let X’ c X * & represents the 
restriction of f on X’. We denote the cardinal number of X by 1x1 and the identity 
function by d. 
0. Prelimimry deihitions and propositions 
A. Complexity of an elementary embedding 
Let us recall briefly the notions of skies and constellations defined by Puritz to 
witness the complexity of an elementary embedding. These two concepts have 
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been studied more specifically in the measurable case by Kanamori. For all proofs 
and further work, the reference is [3]. 
Given an elementary embedding j : V+ M with critical point K and M a 
transitive class containing the ordinals, we define on the interval [K, j(K)) two 
relations: 
De&&ion. I&t x, X’E [K, j(K)). Then, 
x-x’ iff for some f, g E r~, j(f)(X) 3 x’ and j(g)(x’) 2 x. 
x-x’ iff for some f, g E YK, j(f)(x) = x’ and j(g)(x’) = x. 
For x E [K, j(K)), the sky and the constellation of x are then given by: 
Sk(x) = {x’ <j(K) : x’ - x} and con(x) = {x’< j(K): x’f*x}. 
We give now some basic results on skies and constellations. 
Proposition 0.1[3]. (a) - and * are equivalence relations. 
(b) A sky is a subinternal of [K, j(K)), and a constellation is cojinally spread out 
within its sky. 
Proposition 0.2 [3]. Let x E [K, j(K)). 
(a) con(x) = (i(P)(x) : P permutation of K}. 
(b) If S csk(x) but JSI SK, then S is not cofinal in Sk(x). 
We can associate with the two partitions of the interval [K, j(k)) in skies and 
constellations, two subsets of [K, j(K)) and two ordinals: 
Definition. 
and 
r(j) = {x C j(K) : x is the least element of its sky}, 
A(j) = {x <j(K) : x is the least element of its constellation}, 
I = order-type of r(j), C(j) = IA(j 
B. Ultrafilters 
Let us deal now with elementary embeddings constructed from ultrafilters. 
Given an u,-complete free ultrafilter U on A, Ult, denotes the transitive 
collapse of the ultrapower of the universe V with respect to U, jv the canonical 
elementary embedding from V into Ult,, and for any function f with domain A, 
[flu is a representative in Ult, of the equivalence class of f modulo U. The 
expression K-ultrafilter means free and ~-complete ultrafilter on K. 
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Let us present two partial orderings on ultrafilters: 
Deihition. The Rudin-Keisler ordering (R-K) is defined as follows: let U and D 
be ultrafilters respectively on A and B. 
DS R_KU iff there exists f : A + B such that D = f” U 
where f* U = {X c B : f-‘(X) E U}. 
Let 
D-R-Ku iff D+_,U and US~_~D, 
and let 
D <R_K U iff D +-Ku and U$,_,D. 
Definition (Mitchell). Let U and U’ be two normal K-ultrafilters. 
UCI u’ iff UczUl&,. 
Proposition 0.3 [8]. CI is a well-founded partial ordering. 
Let U be a normal K-Ultrafilter. By Proposition 0.3, we can consider the rank 
of U with respect to the ordering a ; we denote it by o(U) and set: 
Definition [8]. If K is a measurable cardinal, then 
O(K) =(0(u): u iS a nOnd K-Ultrafilter}. 
One can show that for all K, o(K)<(~~)+ and that O(K) = (2”)’ if K is 2”- 
supercompact. 
The notion of coherence is defined as follows: 
Deli&ion [8]. F is a coherence sequence if 
(a) F is a function and Dam(F) = {(a, p) : p < oF(a)} for some function oF(a). 
(b) For any (a, 0) E DomQ, F(a, P) is a normal cw-ultrafilter of order fi. 
(c) Every normal ultrafilter is equal to F(cY, /3) for some pair (a, /3) 
C. Iterated ultrapowers 
Iterated ultrapowers have been invented by Gaifman; Kunen [6] then de- 
veloped the method for the study of inner models with one or several measurable 
cardinals. For an exposition on classical iterated ultrapowers, we refer to [2] or 
[6]. There are two possible extensions of the notion of iterated ultrapower. 
In one case, one does not necessarily iterate with the same ultrafilter or with a 
measurable cardinal from the ground model. This is Mitchell’s method [8]. 
Definition. An iterated ultrapower is any member of a sequence (N, : y <a) 
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constructed as follows: 
N,= V, 
N T+1=Ult,7(N,) for a normal K,-ultrafilter U, in N, 
Set i,,,+, =jv, the elementary embedding from N, into N,,,. And if y’<y, 
then i,,,,,, = i,.,,, 0 i,,. If y is a limit ordinal, then NY is the direct limit of the 
system {N,., i,,+, for y’ < y”< y}. 
Proposition 0.4 [8]. Such iterated ultrapowers are well-founded. 
. . . Deiinhon. Let lay: V+ N, be the embedding associated with an iteration of 
length y. This embedding is termed normal if the sequence (K, : a! < y) of the 
successive measurable cardinals used in iov is strictly increasing. 
In the second case, we do not require the cardinal to be really measurable. For 
this purpose, Kunen has defined the concept of M-ultrafilter. 
Definition [6]. Let A4 be a transitive model of ZFC, and let U c PM(~) where 
K > 0. U is a normal M-ultralilter on K if 
(a) For any a < K, {a}$! u. 
(b) If X,YEP~(K), then Xc Y and XE U imply YE U. 
(c) For any X E PM(~), either X or FE U. 
(d) If (Xc:~<~)~A4, then {,$:XEc U}EM. 
(e) If (X,:e<q)~iM and {X,:t<q}‘U, for some q<~, then n{XE:.$<q}~ 
U. 
(f) Whenever (X,:~CK)EM and {XE:E<~}~ U, then {[:[E n,,<,&}~ U. 
All the M-ultrafilters we shall use, will be normal (satisfy (f)), hence we shall 
drop the expression ‘normal’. 
We recall that if j : M + N is an elementary embedding with critical point K, 
such that PM(~) = PN(~), then the set {XE P”(K) : K E j(X)} is an M-ultrafilter. 
Using the algebra of subsets of U~ with finite support, Kunen [ 61 defines the CY th 
iterated ultrapower, modulo such an ultrafilter. 
Proposition 0.5 [6]. Let U be an M-ultrajilter. If arbitrary counkzble intersections of 
elements of U are non-empty, then the Cyth iterated ultrapower N, is well-founded 
for all a. 
We have the following information about the computation with M-ultrafilters: 
Proposition 0.6 [6]. Let U be an M-ultrajilter on K, and let /3 > 1 be such that the 
Pth iterated ultrapower Np modulo U is well-founded.. 
(a) If p is a cardinal >2”, then iOB(K) = p. 
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(b) If a cardinal 6 > p is such that cf”(6)> K and 1(g?‘)“IC6 for 5<S, then 
iOp(8) = 6. 
Remark. We use the same notation i,, : V+ N,, for an iteration of length y, in 
all the different cases: classical iterated ultrapowers, iterated ultrapowers for 
Mitchell’s definition and iteration with an M-ultrafilter. The context will indicate 
which definition we will be using. 
1. Non-dosure of the image model 
Given an elementary embedding j : V + A4 with critical point K, the more 
closure we require for A4, the larger K must be. The surprising fact we shall deal 
with, in this chapter, is that non-closure properties are also associated with large 
cardinal assumptions. For instance, if there is j : V + A4 such that “‘MC &f and 
“l&f+ A4, then there is an inner model with o1 measurable cardinals. 
Let us notice first that it is easy to obtain j : V + A4 and “M$ M: if iy_ is the 
usual embedding from V into its o th iterated ultrapower, modulo a K-ultrafilter 
U, then the cofinality in V of i:_(K) is w. 
On the other hand, when we start with a K-ultrafilter U, jv from V into Ult, is 
such that “Ult, c Ult,. 
Hence, what seems more difficult is to require both “‘MC A4 and “M$ M. We 
obtain the following: 
Theorem 1.1. Let A regular be such that w ,Sh SK. If there is an elementary 
embedding j : V + M, with critical point K such that ‘AM c M and “M$ M, then 
there is an inner model with A measurable cardinals. 
The notation ‘*M c M means that M is closed under sequences of length 
strictly less than A. 
We shall give two proofs of this result: in the manner of Mitchell and in the 
manner of Kunen. In the first one, we follow a “black box approach”, admitting 
the properties of the “Core Model for sequences of measures”. The second proof 
is longer but self-contained, and uses the constructible universe from a sequence 
of ultrafilters. 
Hence let us present without proof, fundamental results about “the Core Model 
for a maximal sequence of measures”, denoted by K(U,,,) (cf. [9,10]). 
If M is a transitive model of ZFC such that there is no inner model of 
“3~ (O(Y) = v++)“, then one can construct an inner model of M which satisfies 
ZFC + GCH : (K( U,,,))“. U,,, is a maximal coherent sequence of normal ultrafilters, 
uniformly definable from M. The maximality gives the following: 
Theorem 1.2 [9,10]. If j : K(U,,,) + N is un elementary embedding with N well- 
founded, then j is a normal iterated ultrapower by ultrufilters in the sequence U,,,. 
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(By this, we mean that j is the usual embedding from K(U,,,) into one of its 
iterated ultrapowers, as in Mitchell’s definition, and is normal.) 
Corollary [lo]. If D is a normal K(U,,,)-ultrafilter on some cardinal K such that 
Ult,(K(U,,,)) is well-founded, then D is in K(U,,,). 
Proof 1 of Theorem 1.1. Let j : V +- M with critical point K and h regular be such 
that tdlsAsK, <AMc M and “M$ M. If there is a model of “3~ (o(v) = v++)“, 
we are done. Otherwise we can consider K( U,,,) and jIKCU,) : K( II,,,) + (K( U,,,))“. 
By the previous theorem, j(KCU,) is a normal iterated ultrapower ios. 
Our goal is to show first that the length 6 of the iteration is ah. 
Let us assume the converse is true: 6 <A, and let s = (K, : a C S) be the 
increasing enumeration of the successive measurable cardinals used in ios. The 
closure <*M c M implies s EM. 
We can thus define U c P~,,s(cY)) by setting: for Xc flaC6 s(a), 
XEU iff M!=sEj(X). 
Lemma 1.1. U is a free ~-complete ultrafilter on nn,ss(ar). 
Proof. Since ima > K,, we have j(K,) > K,. 6 is CA, therefore j(&<, s(a)) is 
simply n,<, j(s(a)). With the previous inequalities, this implies s E j(TJ_<, s(a)). 
Hence, if XC~,~ s(a), either X or X=E U. 
The K-completeness and the filter condition are straightforward. 
Let us check that U is a free ultrafilter. If {t}e U, then s = j(t) and s(O) = j(t(0)). 
By normality of i,,, K~= i16(KO), and we obtain K~= &(t(O)), which is 
contradictory. 0 
Let us then consider ju and Ult,, the embedding and ultrapower associated 
with U. We have the factorization: 
V'-M 
where k&flu) = j(f)(s) for f :n,<, s(a) + V. 
Since U is K-complete, we can use the classical proof to show “Ult, c Ult,. Let 
{[fnlu:a <~}~I.llt~ and [h]” = K. Thus f defined by setting f(t)=(f,(t):a< h(t)) 
is such that [f]” = ([falu : a <K). 
For any ordinal 8, there exist f E K(U,,,) and E finite included in {K, : a < 6) 
such that &(f)(E) = 8. Hence there is g E V so that j(g)(s) = 19. This implies that 
kU is surjective onto the ordinals and therefore is the identity. We thus obtain 
M = Ult,, but “Ult, c Ult, and “M$ M. Hence the hypothesis 6 <A is contradic- 
tory. 
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We shall conclude with the following: 
Lemma 1.2. If the length 6 of the iteration is ~:h, then N8 satisfies “there are at 
least A measurable cardinals”. 
Proof. Let us consider the set A = {im8 (K,) : a < 6). All the elements of A are 
measurable in Ns which is (K(U,,,>)“. We can assume that for any (Y < /3 < 6, 
Kg 2 &(K,). Otherwise N, would satisfy “K, is a measurable limit of measurable 
cardinals”, and the lemma would follow. 
l If IA 13 A, we are done. 
- Otherwise, we define F: A + P(S) by OH&, where X, = {a! <S : i,*(K,) = 0). 
Since A is regular, there must exist 8 in A such that 1&1*h. Let a0 be the least 
element of X8. If o(K,,) 3 2 in N,,, then we are done. Otherwise we claim that for 
any p such that a0 < /3 <A, K@ E &. 
Let a,< @ <A. If K@ > imop(fq_,), then by normality of ios, we obtain 
iBPl(ioroP(K,J) = i&Ku,,) for all p’> 0. This gives 1X$( < (/3( C A, which is contradic- 
tory. Hence for all ol,<p <A, K* = iaoB(K,,). 
Let us use now Mitchell’s arguments [9,10]. Since o(K,~) = 1, because of the 
coherence of the maximal sequence, iclono+o must be obtained by iterating o times 
the normal K,O-ultrafilter U in N_ For XC iaocro+o(KorJ and XE N,,,,, we thus 
have: 
Xczi aO(lO+O(W 8 3n VP 3 n K,,+~C X. 
Let D be the Ns -ultrafilter iuocL,+o( U) fl N,. Since Ns is (K( U,,,))” and “‘M c M, D 
can be defined in M from the sequence (K,O+p : p C 0). Therefore D E M and by 
Mitchell’s corollary, D belongs to (K(U,,,))“. This is contradictory, because 
D$ Npg+m+l. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1 0 
Let us present now the proof in the manner of Kunen. 
Proof 2. Let j : V + M, A and K satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. We 
define by induction a strictly increasing sequence (x, : a! <A) as follows: 
‘Xo=K. 
* If OL < A, let us assume the sequence s, = (x0 : /3 < a> has been constructed such 
that for any p <a, K Gxp <j(x,>. As in the previous argument, we consider the 
ultrafilter U, c PoJp<u p s (0)) such that, for Xc&+ s,(p), XE U, iff Ml=s, E 
j(X). We obtain in the same way a commutative diagram: 
where ka([flu,J = icf)(sJ for f:IIpca s,(P) -+ V. 
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Again, we have the closure K Ult, c Ult,. k, cannot be the identity because it 
would imply “MC M. Therefore we define x, as being the critical point of k,. x, 
satisfies x, < j(x,). 
This process can be iterated A times because of the closure <“M c M. Let us 
check that the sequence (x, : a <A) is strictly increasing. Let cr < (Y’ < A. If 8 < x, 
and f is such that j(f)&) = 8, then g defined by g(r) = f(tj,) satisfies j(g)(s,.) = 8. 
Let 
P,: n s,@)-,Ord, 
f!<u 
t-t(a). 
Thus j(Pa)(sas) = x, and k,. is l-l onto [K, x,], and this implies x,,>x,. 
We have thus in our possession A embeddings k, : Ult, + M for (Y <A, with 
increasing critical points. 
Let p be a regular cardinal such that p 2 sup{x, : cy < A}. Following Kunen [7], 
we then define by induction the classes: 
K1 = {v : v strong limit cardinal, v > 2’” and cf(v) > p}, 
K ,+1={VEK,:IK,nvl=V], 
Kp = nncp K, if p limit. 
Now for (Y <A, we let 
‘y, = the least element of &, 
A, = {Y-+,, : l<n<w} and A, =sup(&) 
If A ={Y,,+~:v <A}, we consider in L[A], the usual filter 8” on A,, for (Y <A: 
let XcA,. XEF’ iff 3ntlp>ny_+, E X. If F denotes (F, : a <A), our aim is to 
prove: 
L[F]CF, nL[F] is a A,-ultrafilter. 
For a! < A, let H, be the Skolem Hull in L[A] of K, U {A}. H, is an elementary 
submodel of L[A], and thus H, is isomorphic to L[T~(A)] where TV is the 
transitive collapsing map of I-I, (cf. [l]). rr,’ :L[T~(A)] + L[A] is thus an 
elementary embedding. 
We now use the’same method as in [ 121, and modify Kunen’s key-lemma [7]: 
Lemma 1.3. For any a <A, TTT,+I(Y,+I) < x,+1. 
Proof. Let us show first ?rl(yl)<x,. 
If S <yl is in H,, there is a Skolem term t such that (in L[A]) 6 = 
T(vo, . . . , vk, A) for vO, . . . , v, in K1. Let U be a K-ultrafilter and let ios : V + N8 
be the usual embedding from V into its 6th iterated ultrapower modulo U. By the 
choice of yl, we have 6 < v for all v E K,. Hence we deduce from Proposition 0.6 
that ios(v) = v, and this implies ios(A) = A. Since the well-ordering of L[A] is 
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preserved by ios, we thus obtain ios(S) = t(vo, . . . , v,, A) = S, and S must be 
strictly smaller than K. Since 7r1(y1) = sup(~i(b) : S E Hl, 6 < 71) we get rl(yl) s 
K <Xl. 
Let us assume now that for all q <cr, ~,,+~(y,,+;)<x_+~. We want to show 
T,+l(Yu+l)<&+l. 
- If q <(Y, then q + 1 <(Y. By hypothesis, we thus get: 
~~(Y,+l)~~,+l(Y,+l)<x,+l~~,. 
- If q 3 (Y, then Y,,+~ E K,+1. This implies, by definition of K,+i, 
%(Y,+J = Y-+1. 
Let us consider the embedding k, : Ult,+ A4. Since To E I&_, let 
k,:L[na(A)]+L[k,(ma(A)] be the restriction of k, on L[m=(A)l. Let 
D,={X~X,:XEL[T~(A)] and x,Ek,(X)}. 
Da is not necessarily a L[ra(A)]-ultrafilter because we do not know whether 
pLh,&MI(xa) = pLW_(~_(A))l(xn)_ 
But we can construct the ultrapower of L[rra(A)] modulo this ultrafilter, it is 
well-founded because of the diagram: 
L[ma(A)l A L[k,(n(ANl 
iDJ /g 
UbJUdA)D 
where kh([f],,J= k,(j’)(xa) for f in L[ra(A)] with domain x,. 
Moreover, one can show by usual arguments that jb,(~) = V, for all v E X1. Since 
~~(y,+,)<x,, for q <a, and T~(Y,,+~)= Y,.,+~ for q a(~, we obtain 
jD,(ne(A)) = m-(A) and UltDm(L[~a(A)l) = L[n(A)l. 
Therefore D, is a L[rra(A)]-ultrafilter. Since “Ult, c Ult,, arbitrary countable 
intersections of elements of D, are non-empty. Hence, by Proposition 0.5, all the 
iterated ultrapowers are well-founded. 
Since mTT,+Jy,+J s T~((Y~+& and 
to obtain the expected inequality T~+~(Y~+~)<x,+~, it suffices to show that for 
6 < Y~+~ in H,+1, T_(~)<x,. Hence let 6 < -ya+l in H,+l, and let t be a Skolem 
term such that L[A]!=i3 = t(u,, . . . , v,, A), where vO, . . . , u, are in Ka+l. We 
deduce L[T~(A)]ET~(~) = t(rm(vo), . . . , ra(vK), m_(A)) but TV= vi for each 
i s k. 
We have already seen that Q(A) is left fixed by j,,,. Let us show that an 
iteration of D, of length 6 does not move it either. 
l If q <a, then obviously ios(?ra(y,+l)) = ~_(y,,+~). 
- If q 2 a9 then 6 < Y~+~ and T~(Y,+~) = Y,,+~. 
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y71+1 is a strong limit cardinal in the real world such that cf(y,+i)> p and 
2” -C Y,,+~. Since x, < CL, by applying Proposition 0.6, we obtain &(Y,,+~) = y,,+i. 
Therefore we have ios :JYQWI + Us(A)1 and (in Us(A ios(ra(6N = 
Gdd . . . , ios(vk), Q(A)). For each is k, vi is in KPC1, hence ui is >6 and 
ios(y) = Vi. This gives: ios(rm(6)) = ~(6) and ~(8) <x,. Using the remark in the 
beginning, we are thus able to conclude the proof of Lemma 1.3. El 
Let us recall that, for n <A, F,, is the filter defined from the set A,, = 
{Y ,+,:lGn<o} on A, =sup(A,). 
If we fix (Y <A, the filters n_ (F,,), for n <A, will be defined in L[ m_ (A)] from 
n_(A,,). By elementarity of ~2, we have the equivalences (i) e (ii) e (iii) e 
(iv). 
(i) L[F]l=F, nL[F] is a A,-ultrafilter. 
(ii) L[A]!=(L[F]+F, nL[F] is a A,-ultrafilter). 
(iii) L[ m,_(A)] !=(L[n_(F)] b m_ (F,) n L[ m,,(F)] is a a_@,)-ultrafilter). 
(iv) L[~_(F)]Ca_(F,)nL[~_Q] is a n-(X,)-ultrafilter. 
Therefore to complete the proof, it suffices to show: 
Lemma 1.4. For any 01 <h, 
L[ m_(F)]b m,_(F,) n L[ T,(F)] is a 7r,,(A,)-ultrafilter. 
Proof. All the elements y EA, such that y > y_ satisfy m_(y) = y. Therefore 
T_(F,,) = F, if q 2 CL 
By Lemma 1.3, if y < you and y E A, then n_(y) < x,. We can 
the situation graphically: 
mc.m t&J sA,,) x, A, 
Iq-GY- -+,41 
In [12], there was a K-ultrafilter U such that rr_(A,) < j”(K) for 
thus represent 
any n (0~. By 
standard arguments using the measurable cardinal jU(K), it was thus possible to 
prove the measurability of A, in L[~,(F)]. This time, we have no measurable 
cardinal but an “M-ultrafilter” on x,. As in [6, lemma lO.lO], the different 
ingredients will thus be: 
- the L.[n_(A)]-ultrafilter D_ on x,,, 
* the fact that iterations of D_ of length <A, do not change F, and rr,(A,,), 
for rl#a, 
* the canonical well-ordering of L[T_(F)]. 
Let us assume F, n I_.[ r_(F)] is not a A,-ultrafilter: If there is Xc A, such that 
X and Xc+ F,, let X0 be the least such subset in the canonical L[m,(F)] 
ordering. All the following iterations i,, for 5 E Ord, use the L[p_(A)]-ultrafilter 
D, on x,. 
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Since i O1/,+,(~_(F)) = T,@), we obtain io.v_+,(XO) = X0, for any it <w. By 
Proposition 0.6, we know i,,,+,(x_) = you+,,. Therefore x_ E X,e Y_+,,E X0, 
for all it Co, and this contradicts Xc, and XC, q! F,. 
If F, n L[n,(fl] is not A,-complete, let (X, : [< p), for p <h, be the least 
counterexample: X, E F, for all .$<p and n {X, : (<p}$ F,. As previously 
i Oy_+,((XC : 5 < p)) = (X, : 5 < p) for all n <a. Let n,, < w be such that Y-~+~, > p. If 
6 <p, then for n 2 n,,, we have 
i Y_+nO.Y_+n(~WU+~O) = Y-+~, i,_+,,,,+.(O = 6 and i,+,,,,+,(X,) = X, 
We thus obtain: 
Yaw_7 +no E x, iff Vn 3 n, you+nE X,. 
We have assumed X, E F, for all 5 <p, hence we deduce: 
which is contradictory. 
The proof of Lemma 1.4 and of Theorem 1.1 is thus complete. 0 
Let us give now some examples of elementary embeddings j : V --, M with 
critical point K such that <*M c M and “M$ M, for A regular and w1 <h < K. All 
these examples will be constructed from special ultrafilters, denoted by U,(p), for 
p lord. Hence let us first define these ultrafilters and present their main 
properties. 
Definition. Let h be a regular cardinal. S,(p) denotes the collection of subsets of 
‘K with support of cardinality <A : Xc ‘K is such that X = in,,,(Y), where E c p, 
IEI<A and YC~K if X={~E’K:~~~EY). 
We write inE,p for inclusion map from P(E~) into P(‘K). 
Let j : V + M be an elementary embedding with critical point K and h be a 
regular cardinal such that o <X G K and “‘M c M. If p is an ordinal, then cr 
represents an element of ‘“O[K, j(K)). 
Definition. Let U, (6) c S, (f3) be defined as follows: if X = inE,p(Y), then 
XE U,,(p) iff MCU(~(E)E~(Y). 
(Since IEJ < A, j(E) = j”E and c&~) EM.) 
Lemma 1.5. U,(p) is a A-complete ultrafilter. 
Proof. Let us check first that the definition of U,(p) is coherent: If X E S,(p) and 
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X = in&Y) = in,,(Z), do we always have 
ali E i(y> iff ‘+li(Fj E i(Z)? 
We can show that in this case YInoF= ZI,,, Let us denote this set by H, thus 
X={SEPK:Sl E,-,F~H}. We obtain, for any s E ‘K the equivalence: 
SEX~SSJ~,~EH~SJ,EY~SJ,EZ, 
the result follows. 
If X= in&Y) where Y CE~, then Xc = in&Y”). Therefore either X or 
XE U,(B). 
U,(p) is A-complete: let p <A, {X, :a<p}~U,(p) and for each a!<~, X,= 
mEJY,). If we set E = IJ,+, E,, then by regularity of A, IEl is <A. We can 
define Y C~K as follows: 
tEY iff for all ar<p tl,EY,. 
Therefore (l-l,<,, X,) = in&Y>, and we have: 
b ) 
n X, EK(P) ifI Mkalj(E)Ei(Y)Y 
<P 
iff for each (Y < p, u(j(E,) E i(Y,), 
iff for each (Y <p, X, E U,(p). 
Let us assume now Xc Y and XE U,(p). We know from the previous 
equivalence: (Xn y) E U,(p) iff X and YE U,(p). Hence YE U,(p). 0 
Let us consider now F&(p) the collection of functions with support of cardinality 
<A. 
Definition. Let f be a function with domain ‘K. 
f EK(P) 
Let us denote 
ultrafilter U, (0). 
iff there exist EC /3, IE(<A and g:E~ +- V 
such that for s E @K, f(s) = g(&). 
by A&(p) the ultrapower obtained from s(p) modulo the 
Lemma 1.6. (a) The following diagram is commutative: 
V’-M 
where k, is defined as follows: if f E&(p) is such that f(s) = g(s(E) then 
kg([flu,(pJ = ik)(&d 
(b) MA(@) is closed under sequences of length <A. 
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Proof. (a) is a direct consequence of the definition of U,(p). 
(b) Let p<A and {x, :aCp}cM,(p) where x, =[sE~KH&(sI~,)]~,(~) and 
E,cp,IE,J<h.LetussetE=U,,,E,.WethushaveIE(<A.Iff:BK--,Visthe 
function so that f(s) = (gor(sIE,):cy <p), f has support E. Let us check that 
[fl U,(P) = (x, : a < p). Because of the previous diagram, A&(p) is well-founded (we 
identify the ultrapower and its transitive collapse), and the critical point of jv,(p, is 
a~, hence we obtain: Mk(P)l=[f]u,ts, is a sequence of length p. And for CK Cp, 
M,(P) Cthe ath term of [f]Uh(P) is is E ‘K - dq&]u,(p). 
This gives [flUkcBj =(x, : a < p). Cl 
Finally let us check that the critical point of ju,(p, is K. It suffices to show that 
Kd SE@K-S(O)]U,(@) [ < juA&K). If y C K, then y < a(O). Hence, by definition of 
U,(p), yc[s E@KHs(O)]~,(~) and K d s E@KHs(O)]~,(~). In the same way, [ 
a(O) < j(K) implies is E ‘K Hs@)l~,(~j <jU,(&). 
Remark. These ultrapowers are a generalization of Kunen’s iterated ultrapowers. 
We can show that if A = o, for an accurate choice of a, U,(p) is Kunen’s 
ultrafilter U, on the subsets of ‘K with finite support. 
All the different applications of the ultrafilters U,(p) will be based on the 
choice of the sequence c~ E ‘“@j(K). 
We have seen that the existence of an elementary embedding j : V +- M with 
critical point K, such that <‘MC M and “M$ M for A regular and o <A SK, 
implies large cardinal hypotheses. Henceforth, to construct such embeddings, we 
shall start with strong assumptions on K, in terms of skies and constellations. 
Let us present Mitchell’s results. We recall that for a K-ultrafilter U, T(U) 
represents the order-type of skies, and C(U) the cardinality of constellations. 
Theorem 1.3 [lo]. (a) If there is a K-ultrafilter U such that T(U) is SP, for o SP 
regular SK, then there is an inner model of 
“3v(o(v)Z=~+l)” if p>o, 
“3V (O(Y) 23 2),’ if p = 0. 
(b) Conversely, if O(K) 2 p + 1, for p regular <K, then there is a Forcing extension 
V[G] in which there is a K-ulrrujilter U such that 
T(U>~~ if p>w, 
7(U)aw if *= 1. 
Theorem 1.4 [lo]. If there is a K-ultrajilter U such that C(U) 3 w, then in an inner 
model there is a measurable cardinal limit of measurable cardinals. 
Therefore the hypotheses in terms of skies and constellations are much stronger 
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than the mere existence of A measurable cardinals we have obtained previously. 
But the embeddings j: V+ M derived from these assumptions are such that 
Kj(k) $ M, and the non-closure “M$ M seems to be much weaker than Kj(K) $ M. 
Let us deal first with the constellations: 
Proposition 1.1. Let A LO be regular and p be inaccessible. 
If K is the critical point of the following embea’dings and A S p S K, then we have 
the implications (a) j (b) j (c): 
(a) There is j: V+ M such that C(j) 2 p and <‘M c M. 
(b) There is j : V+- M such that @j(K) $ M and ‘*M c M. 
(c) There is j : V + M such that C(j) 3 A and <‘M c M. 
Proof. (a) j (b). Let j : V + M be such that C(j) b CL and ‘“M c M. If (x, : a < 6) 
is the increasing enumeration of A(j), then we set u = (x, : a < p). Let us consider 
the ultrafilter Uk(p) obtained from j and u: if X = in,,,(Y) where Y C~K, E c g 
and JEl<A, then 
0 s K, hence j(E) = E.) 
Our goal is to show that Jo* : V + M*(p) is the expected embedding. We 
already know by Lemma 1.6(b), that MA(p) is closed under sequences of length 
<A. The next step is to prove that (T does not belong to MA(~). 
Let us consider the factorization j = k, 0 jU,(&) (cf. Lemma 1.6). Since for (Y < p, 
&([a E LLK’-+s(c&,(IL,) = o(a) = x,, we deduce from Proposition 0.2(a) that k, is 
surjective onto [K, sup{x, : a < p}). Therefore jU,&K) Z=sup{x, : (Y < p}. Let us 
assume (T E M,(p). This implies k,(a) = u. If o = [s E *K H g(sl,)]u,cw,, for E c p 
and ]EJ <A, then k,(u) = j(g)(cqJ = 0: 
Lemma 1.7. Let E c p such that (El <A be fixed. If X is the set 
{x E A(j) : 3f: Ed + K such that j(f)(u,,) = x}, then 1x1 G Isup(E))IE’. 
Let us admit the lemma for a moment and let E, g be such that u = j(g)(&). 
Since Is~p(E)l’~‘< p, there exists cu,<p. such that for any function f :E~ + K, 
K79(4d # x,,. We then define the projection Pa0 : wK + K by s -~(a~). We thus 
obtain j(PII, 0 g)(&) = x,,, which is contradictory. Therefore u$ M*(p) and we 
are done, 
It thus remains to prove the lemma. Let us show first the following result: 
Given E c I_L and such that (El < A, if f : Ed 4~ is such that j(f)(&) 2 K, then 
there exists E’csup(E)+ 1, IE’I C JE( and a bijection bf :b’~ + K such that 
j(b,)(u\,,) = j(f)(crlE). Let 8 = j(f)(&). We define A : K + P(E~) and h : K + Ed 
by setting, for (Y <K, A(o) = {s E Ed : f(s) = (Y} and 
h(o) = 
the null sequence if A(a) = $3, 
an element s of A(a) such that sup(s) is minimal, otherwise. 
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Since j(f)(&) = 8, a]u E j(A)(0). H enceforth if j(h)(e) = t, for t in Ej(K), we must 
have sup(t)~sup(a],). This implies that for any x E E, t(x) E con(&) where 
(Y <sup(E). We then deduce from Proposition 0.2(a), the existence of a set 
E’csup(E)+ 1, lE’l<lEl and of a bijection nr :E’~ + Ed such that j(nr)(aIa.) = t. 
We finally obtain 
j(+rr;lo h)(8) = & and j(f 0 nf)(alE,) = 8, 
by using an auxilliary bijection from E’~ onto K and Proposition 0.2(a), we get the 
expected result. 
Now let 
X = {x E A(j) : 3f: Ed + K such that j(f)(&) = x}. 
We consider the map cp : X + [sup(E)]“IE’, X-E, where E, is constructed from 
the previous study, and such that for a bijection b, :E=K + K, x = j(bx)(qE;). We 
claim that cp is l-l: if q(x) = cp(x’) = F, for x, X’E A(j), there are bijections b, and 
b;, such that 
x = j(b,)(a,,) and x’ = j(b,,)(q,). 
Therefore x and x’ are in the same constellation, which implies x = x’. The proof 
of the lemma is thus complete. Cl 
(b)+(c). Let j: V-M be such that ‘“M c M and ‘Ij(K) # M. We want to show 
that this embedding has at least h constellations. Let us assume that this is false 
and let (+E *j(K), for S <X, be an increasing enumeration of A(j). 
Because of ‘AM c M, we can define the ultrafilter U, on ‘K by setting: for 
Xc *K, X E U, iff M!= u E j(X). This ultrafilter is free and ~-complete, and we 
obtain the factorization j = k, 0 jU, where k,([f]Uw) = j(f)(u) for f:‘~ + V. By 
definition of a, k, is l-l onto [K, j(K)). Since Ult, is closed under K-sequences, 
s E *j(K) implies s E Ult, and k,(s) = s. We thus get c”j(K) c M, which contradicts 
the hypothesis. Cl 
We deduce from the previous result: 
Proposition 1.2. Let p > w be inaccessible and p S K. The following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(a) There exists j : V + M with critical point K such that C(j) 2 p and ‘@M c M. 
(b) There exists j : V + M with critical point K such that Kj(K) $ M and <“M c M. 
(c) There is an ascending R-K chain of K-ultrafilters (0, : a < p) and a set of 
functions (forp : CY < /3 < p} such that for (Y < p < 7, D, = fzpDp and for,. = fua 0 fPv. 
Proof. (a)e(b) is a consequence of Proposition 1.1 for A = CL. 
(a)+(c). Let j : V+ M be such that C(j) 3 Jo and ““M c M, and let u be the 
increasing enumeration (x, : a < q) of A(j). We define as previously the ultrafilters 
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On Q~, for (11< CL, denoted here by U,, by setting: for XC~K, X E U, iff oIee j(X). 
I.et Pap, for a! < p < j.& be, the functions Pas : By + PK, s wsl,. For (Y < p < y, we 
have P,, = P,, 0 Pp, and U, = Pzp U,. 
As in [ 121, let us define inductively S E @‘CL: for (Y < cc, 
S(0) = 0, 
S(cr + 1) = (2*(p))+) 
S(p)= lJ S(o) if p limit. 
a==@ 
Let 0, = Uscal, for a! < CL. We claim that the system {D,, Ps(a),G(B) : a! < p < CL} has 
the required properties. It suffices to show D,+ R-K& if a < 0. Let us apply 
Lemma 1.7 for A=I.L and E=a: the set X={XE~(~):~~:~K+K such that 
ju)(al,) = x} is of cardinality ==]cx (Ia’ = 2’“‘. 
The embedding k; : [f] u,-j(f)(al,) is elementary, therefore x E A( U,) iff 
k;(x)E A(j)_ We thus obtain C(U,) -2 < Ip’. On the other hand, {xe : p < a}~ 
Range(k&), hence C(U,) b Ial. We thus get 
IS(a)1 < C(DJ s 2’S(a)’ and C(D,) < 2’s(p)’ < (2”(“)‘)+6 C(D,+r). 
Henceforth 0, and Dp+r cannot be isomorphic. 
(c) + (a). I-et {D,, Le : a < (3 < w} be a system which satisfies (c). For a! < p < y, 
we have the commutative diagram: 
where iapUDD,) = [f 0 La LB9 .. . . 
We can define the direct limit M of the system {Ult,, i,, : a < p < p} and we 






We claim that j, : V --, M is an elementary embedding which satisfies (a). 
Let us show first that M is well-founded. Otherwise there is a sequence of 
ordinals (x,, : n CO) such that for each n <o, x,,+~ E-x,,. Let x, = i,,,(y,), for 
n < o, and a = sup{cu, : II < w}. The sequence (i,,(y,,) : n < w) would contradict the 
well-foundedness of Ult,. 
One can show by induction that j, is the identity on K. 
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We want to prove now ‘*M c M. Let A C CL and f E ‘M. Using the regularity of 
p and the fact that j,(h) = A, we can show that there exists (Y < /_L such that 
f = i,,(g). Henceforth f E M. 
Finally let us check C(j,) 3 j.~. We shall verify that the elements {i,,([d],) : a < 
p} are in different constellations. Suppose i,,([d],_)t,i,,([d],O), where a! < & 
relative to the embedding j,. This would imply iolp([d]D,)ti[d]D,, relative to jDO, 
that is [f& lDs H [ d ID@, and we would finally obtain fzpDp = D,, which contradicts 
the hypotheses. 
The proof of Proposition 1.2 is thus complete. 0 
A consequence of Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 1.1 is the following: 
Proposition 1.3. If there exists j : V * M with critical point K such that “M c M 
and rj(K) $ M, then there is an inner model with a measurable cardinal limit of 
measurable cardinals. 
Proof. Let j: V+= M be such that “M c M and Kj(K) $ M. By Proposition 1.1, 
(b)+(c), for A = w1 and j.~ = K, we obtain C(j)>~i. If u is the enumeration of the 
first o elements of A(j), then we consider the ultrafilter U, on OK defined as 
previously: XE U, iff (T E j(X). Since U, is isomorphic to a K-ultrafilter and 
C(U,) > 0, we can apply Theorem 1.4. 0 
Proposition 1.4. If K is 2”-supercompact, for any regular cardinals A, p so that 
w =S A =S p S K, there exists j : V + M with critical point K, such that <‘M c M and 
cf(((2”)+)“) = /.I,. 
Proof. Let us take Kunen’s example of p-points (cf. [3]). If i : V + N is associated 
with the supercompact cardinal, then (2”)+ is <j(K). By Proposition 0.2(a), each 
constellation has at most 2” elements, therefore there are at least (2”)+ constella- 
tions below (2”)+. 
Let u = (x, : a s F) be the increasing enumeration of the first j.~ + 1 elements of 
A(i). We then consider the ultrafilter VA(p) and the ultrapower defined from i 
and u(~. This yields the following diagram: 
V’-N 
We claim that the critical point 8 of k, is ((2K)t)M*(p). 8 is also x, which can be 
shown to be lJ _+, x,. To prove this, we shall apply: 
Lemma 1.8 (Kunen). If (Y < fi C (2”)+, there exists f E “K such that i(f)(p) = CL 
(Cf. proof in [3].) 
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Let US show first by classical means 6 = ((2”)‘)“k(PL). 
Since 2” E con(K), by Lemma 1.8, we obtain that [K, 2”]c con(K) and X~ > 2”. 
k,(K) = K, hence (2K)M~(11)= 2”. 
k, is the identity on [K, xw), therefore 8 is necessarily greater or equal to 
((29+)-(F). Let us show ((2K)+)M*(CL) < (2”)‘, which will complete the argument. If 
we want to compute j”,(,JK), it suffices to count the number of functions 
g : EK +- K for E c CL and IEJ <A. Henceforth 
and we obtain: 
Let us prove now x, = U oL_+ x, and 8 =x,. We first notice that, because of 
Lemma 1.8, if 01< /3 < CL, then there cannot exist fe I(K such that i(f)(&) = xp. 
Let x = u,,, x,. If we assume xf x,, then there exists aO< p so that x E 
con(x,J. Again by the lemma, there is fe K~ such that i(f)(x) = x_+~, and 
therefore there is ~E“K such that i(g)(x,J= x,~+~. We have thus obtained a 
contradiction. 
Let us assume x, E Range(k,). Hence there exist E c CL, 1El-C h and g : Ed +- K 
such that x, = k,([s E ‘IK H g(sIE)]u~cS) > = i(g)(cqE). If a = sup(E), the lemma implies 
the existence of f : K + Ed such that icf)(x,) = ~1~. This gives also i(g of) = xp, 
which is impossible. 
Since k, is surjective onto [K, x&L> and x, tf Range(k,), x, must be the critical 
point 8 of k,, and we are done. Cl 
Concerning the skies, we obtain: 
Proposition 1.5. For A, p regular cardinals such that X <CL G K, we have the 
equivalence (a) e (b): 
(a) There exists j : V + M with critical point K such that r(j) 3 w and ‘“M c M. 
(b) There exists j: V+ M with critical point K such that cf(j(K)) = CL and 
-M c M. 
Proof. (a)+(b). Let j : V ---, M be such that us p and <*M c M. If (+ = 
(x, : a < CL) is the increasing enumeration of the first p elements of r(j), we define 
from j and (+, the ultrafilter U,,(p) and the ultrapower M,(p). Let us show 
cf(.jU,(sL)(K)) = I*. For (Y <CL, let K, = [s E wKH~(a)]UA(,). We want to prove that 
jU,(&) = u,<, G 
If x <jU,cWj(K), then there are E c p, IE( <A and g : Ed + K such that x = 
[s E ‘LK - g(Q)]U&)- Hence k,(x) = j(g)(a,,). We then define fg YK by setting: for 
(Y < K, 
f(a) = sup{g(s) : s E EK and sup(s”E) G a}. 
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If S > sup(E), we have x, asup(a”E). This implies: 
jcf)(xs) a j(g)(&) 3 k,(x). 
Therefore k,(x) is at most in Sk&). By definition of CT, k,(x)<~~+~ =kW(Kg+l) 
and we are done. 
(b)j (a). Let j : V + M be so that cf(j(K)) = p. If T(j) were a successor ordinal, 
there would be a cofinal set of cardinality p in the highest sky. This is impossible 
by Proposition 0.2(b). Henceforth T(j) is a limit ordinal and cf(j(K))=cf(T(j)). 
Therefdre, we have at least CL skies. 0 
Let us assume K is 2”-compact. There exists a fine measure U on P,(2”) (cf. 
[2]). Let ju : V + Ult, be the corresponding embedding. The model Ult, satisfies 
the following (cf. [ll]): whenever Xc Ult, and IX(<2”, then there exists 
YEUltU such that Xc Y and Ult,i=IY(<j,(K). This implies cf(j,(K))>2K. By 
the same type of arguments as previously, we can thus show that T(ju) is a limit 
ordinal and that cf(T(jU)) = cf(jU(K)) 2 (2”)‘. 
By applying Proposition 1.5 to jv, we thus obtain: 
Proposition 1.6. If K is 2”-compact, then for any regular cardinal A S K, there exists 
j : V + A4 such that <AMc M and cf(j(K)) = A. 
Let C, represent the closed unbounded filter over a cardinal K so that cf(K) > o. 
We quote without proof the following: 
Theorem 1.5 (Ketonen [5], [3]). tit A <K be re@.dUr. If u iS a K-Uhfiher, we 
have the equivalence : 
T(U) 5 h ijf there exists D =S~_~ U such that 
D =) C, u {{(Y < K : Cf((Y) = A}}. 
The preceding proposition, for A <K, could be deduced from this theorem. 
Another consequence is the following: 
Carom. Let h <K be regular. If there exists a K-ultrafilter U which contains 
C, U {{CY -=c K : cf(a) = A}}, then there is j : V+ M with critical point K such that 
<“M c M and cf(j(K)) = A. 
Mitchell, starting from a K-Ultrafilter with A skies, for w < A regular SK, has 
shown the existence of an inner model of “3~ (o(u) = A + 1)” (cf. [lo]). By using 
the same arguments, one could prove that if there is j : V --, M such that “M c M 
and ~(j)3 A, then there is an inner model of “3~ (O(Y) = A)“. The difference, A + 1 
in one case, A in the other one, comes from the closure under A-sequences which 
is always satisfied for a K-ultrafilter. 
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Let us state now two more results of Mitchell: 
Theorem 1.6 [9]. If there exists j : V + M such that “M c M, j(p) > pff for some 
cardinal CL, then there is an inner model of “3~ (o(v) = Y++)“. 
Hence the same conclusion follows from the existence of a measurable cardinal K 
such that 2” > K+. 
PI’opoSitiOn 1.7. tit 0 < h regular 6~. The following assertions imply the existence 
of an inner model of “3~ (o(v) = A)“: 
(a) There is j : V --, M with critical point K such that “M c M and cf(j(K)) = A. 
(b) There is j : V + M with critical point K such that <“M c M and cf(j(K)) # 2”. 
Proof. (a) is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.5 and of the previous remark. 
(b) By Theorem 1.6, we can assume 2” = K+. If cf(j(K))d K, we conclude with 
(a). If CfO’(K)) 2 K++, we apply Theorem 1.6 Cl 
Let us end the chapter with a few open questions: 
Question 1. Is there a converse to Theorem l.l? Do we have the following: If 
there exist A measurable cardinals (K oL : a <A), for a regular cardinal A C 
SUP(K, : (Y <A}, then there is a Forcing extension V[ G] with an embedding 
j : V[ G] + M of critical point K 2 A such that ‘AM c M and “My! M. 
Let A inaccessible SK. The following assertions are equivalent: 
* There is a R-K chain of K-ultrafilters of length A + 1. 
* There is a K-Ultrafilter with A + 1 constellations. (Cf. [ 121.) 
Question 2. In view of this result, can we simplify (c) of Proposition 1.2 to “there 
is an ascending R-K chain of K-ultrafilters of length CL”. 
On the assumption of supercompactness, we have obtained (Proposition 1.4) an 
elementary embedding j : V+- M with critical point K satisfying the following 
properties: 
*“McM, and 
* there is an ordinal A in [K, j(K)], regular in M and such that cf(A) < K. 
A natural conjecture is thus: 
Question 3. Let j : V + M with critical point K be such that “M c M. If there 
exists A in [K, j(K)], regular in M and such that cf(A) < K, then there is an inner 
model of “3~ (o(v) = cf(A))“. 
And finally, can we obtain?: 
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Question 4. I.&t o <A regular SK. If O(K) = A, then there is a Forcing extension 
V[G] with an embedding j : V[G] + M of critical point K such that “MC M and 
CfO’(K)) = h. 
2. Absence of fixed points 
Let us consider the elementary embedding associated with a K-ultrafilter. Many 
ordinals are not moved: for example, it is well known that an inaccessible cardinal 
>K is left fixed. One can prove also that (2*)‘, for A inaccessible >K, has the 
same property. 
On the other hand, if K is supercompact, then any cardinal can be moved by an 
elementary embedding. 
In this chapter, we establish some relations between large cardinal assumptions 
and the absence of some fixed points of elementary embeddings. 
Let us first remark that, given two measurable cardinals, there exists j : V + M 
which moves two inaccessible cardinals and such that ‘34 c M: if U, and U1 are 
respectively a Ko-ultraflter and a K1-ultrafilter, for K~<K~, it s&ices to set 
j = ji”,(“,) 0 iv,. The following proposition is a kind of converse: 
Proposition 2.1. Let A be a strong limit cardinal such that cf(A)> K. If there exists 
j : V --, M with critical point K such that j(A) > A and “M c M, then there is an inner 
model with two measurable cardinals. 
We present two proofs of this proposition: 
Proof 1 (in the manner of Mitchell). If there is an inner model of “3~ (o(v) = 
Y++)“, we are done. Otherwise, by Theorem 1.2, we can consider K(U,,,) and the 
iterated ultrapower jIKCU,) = ioy, for y E Ord. 
Let (Y be the least ordinal 6 such that ios (A) > A. 
l We assume first that (Y is a successor ordinal: CY = p + 1. By hypothesis, 
i&A) = A. Let K~ be the measurable cardinal in the pth iterated ultrapower N, 
which is used in the embedding iBB+l. Since A is a strong limit cardinal and A is 
moved by iBp+l, we must have cfNs(A) C K,., and K@ S A. Hence, 
N, I= there is a measurable cardinal p such that cf(A) c w c A, 
No C there is a measurable cardinal 8 such that cf(A) < 8 <A, 
because i&A) = A. Since K is measurable in N,= K(U,,,), we are done. 
* If a is a limit ordinal, then let us show i,,(A) = LJ6<* i,(6). Let ,$< i,,(A). 
There is p <CY such that .$‘= i&q) where q -C i&A). By hypothesis, ioa(A) = A = 
Us<* ios(S). Therefore, there exists S <A such that q < iop(S). This gives 5 < 
4,,(S), for 6 <A. 
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Since lJ SCh iO,(S) >A, there is 6 CA such that iO,(S)> A > a++. We can apply 
now Theorem 1.6 to obtain a contradiction. Cl 
Proof 2 (in the manner of Kunen). Let j : V 3 M be such 
the sequence (0, : a < @), for /3 < wl, as follows: 
’ 8,, = K. 
* Let us assume T, = (0, : y < a) has been constructed 
each y < 01. Since T, EM, we can consider the ultrafilter 
XE LJ, iff T, E j(X). 
We again obtain the diagram: 
V’-M 
that j(A) > A. We define 
such that 13, <j(K), for 
u, on uK : let xc aK, 
Uh, 
0 
where Ult, is closed under ~-sequences. 
If the critical point 8 of k, is >j(K), we stop the process. Otherwise, we set 
f3, = 8, and iterate the process. 
First case: The iteration of the process is of length >o. Hence we shall argue as 
in Theorem 1.1. Let 
I?, = {v : v Strong limit, Y > 2” and cf(v) > K), 
C+1 ={Y~Ka:JVn~~=V}, 
Kp = n K, if p limit, 
p<P 
and let y,, = the least element of I?$ 
We define A, = {y,, : 1 d n C w} and A, = {Y_+,,: 1 G n < w} and the usual filters 
F,, and F, on A0 = sup(A,) and A1 = sup(A,). 
- With a K-ultrafilter, we can show L[F,, F,]bF,, is a A,-ultrafilter. 
- For F,, by using the embeddings k,, n <w, we obtain the same diagram as in 
Theorem 1.1 (with the corresponding notation): 
%(A,) f&l A.. a_. $1 
< . I \ J 
rca (&J Al 
The L[ ~F,(F,,), F,]-ultrafilter on 0, is the last tool necessary to obtain L[F,, F,]l= 
Fl is a A,-ultrafilter. 
Second case : there exists CY < o such that k, is l-l onto j(K) + 1. U, is 
isomorphic to a K-ultrafilter, therefore jUT_ (A) = A. This implies that the critical 
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point 8 of k, is so that Jo < 8 <A. Let p. = 8 and pP+l = k,(b). We then 
consider A = (4 : p <co} and let D be a joTa(ultrafilter in Ult,. Since A E 
Ult”,_Y we can thus define in Ult, the usual filter F on p = sup(A): let 
Xcp.x~F iff 3nVpz=np,~X. Obviously, I_.[F,D]FDnL[F,D] is a jc,,,(K)- 
ultrafilter. The critical point of k, is > ju,,(K), hence k,(D) tl Ult,,_ = D. This 
implies L[ k, (D), F] = L[D, F], and k, : L[F, D] + L[F, D] is elementary. In this 
case, it is a known fact (Kunen) used in [4] that FnL[F, D] is in L[F, D] a 
p-ultrafilter. 
Let us give a proof inspired by Lemma 10.10 of [6]: Let us assume FfIL[F, D] 
is not a p-ultrafilter. 
- If X is the least subset of p in the well-ordering of L[F, D] such that X and 
Xc # F, then as previously, by using the fact that k,(X) = X, one shows: p. E X iff 
Vp < o pP E X, which is contradictory. 
* Let (X, : 5 < 6), for S < A, be the least counterexample to the p-completeness. 
In the same way, k,((X, : 5 < 6)) =(X, : 5 < p). We distinguish two cases: 
(a) If S G po, then k,(e) = 5, for 5 < 8, and k,(X,) = X,. We obtain (4 : p Co} = 
n,d,. 
(b) If p. c 8 -C p, then since k,((X, : 5 < 6)) is (X, : (< S), k,(6) must be 8. But 
there is p Co such that 4 ~8 < pP+i, this implies k,(h) 6 k,(6) and pP+l =G k,(S). 
We have obtained a contradiction. 
Therefore L[F, D]l=FnL[F, D] is a p-ultrafilter. 0 
We have more information about the measurable cardinals in two cases: 
Proposition 2.2. Let j : V+ M with critical point K be such that j(A) > A for A 
strong limit of cofmality >K and such that “‘MC M. 
(a) If there is no inner model of “31, (o(v) = Y++)“, then in K( CT,,,), K and 
cfK’Um’(A) are measurable. 
(b) If A is inaccessible and j”A c A, then K and A are measurable in an inner 
model. 
Proof. (a) Let us return to the proof in the manner of Mitchell of the previous 
proposition. If there is no inner model of “3~ (o(v) = u++)“, the least (Y such that 
i,,(A) > A is a successor ordinal. If a! = p + 1 we have seen cfN$A) =G K@ S A. 
Let us assume cfNe(A) C Kp. This implies ipp+l(A) = UC<* ipe+l([). Since 
ipp+l(A) > A, there is 6 CA such that ipp+l(t) > A > (2’Ei)‘, and it is impossible to 
obtain such a result with a single ultrafilter. 
Therefore cfNs(A) = K~ and N,Ccf(A) is measurable. 
(b) We shall need the following lemma which will be useful later. 
Lemma 2.1. Let j : V + M with critical point K be such that “M c M and j(A) > A, 
for A > K inaccessible. One of the following cases occurss: 
(1) There is y <A such that j(y)> A. 
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(2) There exists a commutative diagram 
V’-M 
1 / k 
N 
such that @NC N and i(A) = A. Moreover the critical point of k is A, and if v is a 
strong limit cardinal such that v > 2’ and cf(v) > A, then i(v) = v. 
Proof. Let us define by induction the sequence (xa : p < 6) as follows: 
‘Xg=K. 
- If (xp : /3 <a) has already been defined such that j(xa) > xp, for p <a, then in 
analogy with the previous definitions, So,(&<o! xp) denotes the collection of 
subsets of n,<, x0 with countable support: X = inn,,(Y) if there are E c a, (E( SO 
and Y c ngeE xp such that 
x= I SEn Xp:S,,EY. P<P I 
We next define (+ : j”a -+ Ord by setting o(j(@)) = xp for /3 <CL The ultrafilter U, 
is thus: let Xc JJa<, xp and X = in,,,(Y). 
XE V, iff cJiCn)E j(Y). 






where k([s~dqE)lUa) = iMq,,,). 
Exactly with the same arguments as in the case of the ultrafilters U,(p), one 
shows that Ult, is closed under o-sequences. 
- If j”,(A) > A, then we stop the process. 
- Otherwise, we have k,(A) > A and we define x, as being the critical point of 
k,. We then iterate the construction with the sequence (x0 : p ~a). 
If x, 2 A, then k,+l is l-l onto A + 1 and hence j,_+l(A)>A. Since the function 
x : a +- x, is strictly increasing, we know cu 6 x,. Therefore the iteration must end 
up, at most, at the (A + 1)st step. Let (Y =Z A + 1 be the least ordinal 6 such that 
j”,(A)>A. 
First case: CY = A + 1. In this case j,&(A) = A and x, z=A. Since k,(A)> A, neces- 
sarily x, = A. Let us check that if v is strong limit >2” and d(v)> A, then 
jr,,(v) = v. Thus we shall be done by setting i = jUA and k = k,. 
As for the usual iterated ultrapowers (cf. [6]), j”,(v) = l_lECv iv,(t) is a consequ- 
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ence of cf(u) > A, and ]ju,([>l s ((@” * A”) entails ]jv,(.$)]C u. We thus obtain 
ju,(v) = v. 
Second case: (Y = p + 1 for p <A. We shall show this time that i = ju, and 
k = k,. Since jus(h) = A, we have k,(A) > A and hence xp <A. Let us assume 
xp <A. jv,+,(A) = USC* iu,+,(8 because lq$’ <cfG). We also have livB+,(5)l < 
1[l’“8’” * 1pl”. These two points give iv,+, (A) = A and a contradiction. Therefore A 
must be the critical point xp of k, and the last part of the lemma is proved as 
previously. 
Third case: a is a limit ordinal. Because of the remark in the beginning, OL must 
be <A. If we assume (Y < A, then by regularity of A, sup(xa : /3 < a} < A. We would 
thus obtain by the usual computation j,_(A) = A. Therefore CY is A. For /3 < /3’< A, 
we then consider the diagrams where k,,, is defined as follows: 
We can consider the direct limit of the system {Ult,, kBPr, 0 < p’< A}. Since A is 
regular >o, this is precisely Ult,. To show that ju,(A) = sepia, : 5 <A}, we 
argue as in the limit case in the first proof of Proposition 2.1. The two elements of 
the proof are the fact that j”,(A) = A = sup(iv,([) : 5 <A} for 0 <A and that Ult, 
is the direct limit of {Ult,, kBBr, p <P’(A). Since j,,,(A)>A, there is [<A such 
that j”,(t)> A and (1) of the lemma must occur. Cl 
Let us return to the proof of (b) of Proposition 2.2. If j”A c A, then case (2) of 
the lemma must occur. Let i, k and N be defined as in the lemma. 
If A = {k”(A) : n < w}, p = sup(A), then we consider in N the usual filter F on p. 
Let D be a k-ultrafilter. Since A > i(K), we have already seen that in these 
conditions: 
L[i(D), F]Fi(K) and p are measurable. 
We then apply Kunen’s methods [6] to our special context. By iterations of F, we 
can replace p and F by fi and p, where fi is strong limit >21p’, cf(fi) > A, and F is 
the closed unbounded filter on 0. 
Let us consider the ultratilter U = {Xc A : XE L[i(D), F] and A E k(X)]. The 
properties of 6 imply that jv is an embedding from L[i(D), fl] into itself. Thus U 
is an iterable L[i(D), @;I-ultrafilter, and since “NC N, all the iterated ultrapowers 
are well-founded. Let K be (in V) the class {u : v strong limit, cf(u) > A, 0 < u}. We 
consider the Skolem Hull S = H Lti(D)3F1(K UA U(o)). If (Y ES and a! <p, then 
io”,(cu) = CY, and this implies (Y <A. Hence there are no ordinals (Y in S such that 
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A G CY < fi and the transitive collapse of S satisfies ‘?(K) and A are measurable”. 
But S has not been constructed in N, hence we cannot apply i to obtain the 
expected result. 
Let us consider the Skolem Hull S,, = H LID*F1(K U h U (6)). We define I : S,, + S, 
as follows: if x = t LIDsF1((y)l<k, (aj)j<“, fi), where v[ E K for I < k, cxj <A for j < II, 
then we set: 
i(x) = tL[i(D),Fl ((Vl)l<k9 titaj)>j<m 6). 
Since ai <A, for j < n, we have i(aj) <A. Hence if x E So, then i(x) E S. (Remark. S 
is not i(S,) though i(x) = T(x) for x E S,.) One can see that i is an elementary 
embedding because i(L[D, F]) is L[i(D), P]. 
Let us assume there exists a in So such that A <(Y <p. Since i(A) = A and 
i(p) = fi, this would imply A =Z i(a) < fi and i(a) E S, which is impossible. 
Furthermore, by applying the embedding i, we obtain that K and @ are 
measurable in So. Therefore the transitive collapse of So satisfies “K and A are 
measurable”. 
The proof of Proposition 2.2 is thus complete. Cl 
Remark. Whereas part (a) of the proposition was not provable by Kunen’s 
methods, we do not see how to prove part (b) by Mitchell’s methods: the 
hypothesis: there is no inner model of “3~ (O(Y) = (v++)” seems to be needed 
in the arguments. 
Extending the previous results, we obtain: 
Proposition 2.3. Let j : V -+ M be such that “M c M. If there are CY inaccessible 
cardinals moved by j, then there is an inner model with (Y measurable cardinals. 
Proof. Let (Aa : @ <a) be the sequence of inaccessible cardinals moved by j. If 
there is a model of “3~ (o(v) = Y++)“, we are done. Otherwise, let j(KCU,,,) = i,, for 
y E Ord. 
From the previous study, we know (Proof 1 of Proposition 2.1) that for each 
0 <a, there exists S(p) C y such that A, = K~(~) and &&A,) = A,. Hence for any 
8 <a, N,C A, is measurable. This completes the proof. q 
With Kunen’s methods, we could get only the following: 
Proposition 2;4. Let j : V-, M be an elementary embedding which moves CY 
inaccessible cardinals. If a L w and ‘“‘M c M, or if a <w and “M c M, then there is 
an inner model L[F] with cx measurable cardinals. 
Proof. Let A0 be the critical point of j and (A6 : /3 <a) be the increasing enumera- 
tion of the inaccessible cardinals moved by j. We sketch the proof for 012 w, the 
case a! do is very similar, but simpler. 
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On the assumption that cy < A0 (the situation CY 2 A0 can be deduced by iterating 
ultrapowers), our aim is to construct WOI embeddings i,, : S,, + N,, such that 
‘“‘S, c S,,, for q <o(y, and such that the sequence of critical points is strictly 
increasing. We will thus apply the same method as in Theorem 1.1. 
First case: there exist A, < A, and n < o such that j” (A@) 3 A,. Let us consider 
i = j”. We then construct inductively from i an increasing sequence of critical 
points (T by using ultrafilters on the collection of subsets of n,._, a(6), for 
q E Ord, with support of cardinality <la\. One can prove that the iteration is of 
length aA, and hence ~o(Y. Since the ultrapowers are closed under ((Y I-sequences, 
we have the required embeddings. 
Second case: for all @ <a! and n <w, jn(hp) <Ap+l, By the same kind of 
iteration, starting this time from j, we obtain CY embeddings k, : NP --*M with 
critical point A,, for p <a, such that Ia’NP c Np. 
To conclude, we finally consider the wcx embeddings: j”(kp) : jn(Np) ---f j”(M), 
for p<a and n<w. 0 
It is possible to link this chapter to the previous one by the following result: 
Proposition 2.5. Let w CA s p G K be regular cardinals. If there exists j : V + M 
with critical point K which moues t_~ inaccessible cardinals and such that <“M c M, 
then there is i : V+ N such that ‘“N c N and ILN@ N. 
Proof. As usual, we define inductively from j a sequence c of critical points by 
considering ultrafilters on the subsets of n,<* o(q), for S E Ord, with support of 
cardinality <A. Since CL inaccessible cardinals are moved, the process can be 
iterated p times. Let j, : V+ N, be associated with the ultrapower constructed at 
the step CL. By using the fact that u is a sequence of critical points, one shows 
easily that ol,# N,. Since ‘“N, c N,, we are thus done. Cl 
Let U be a K-ultrafilter and A > K be inaccessible. It is easy to check that 
jU((2’)‘) = (2”)‘. As it is shown in the following results, large cardinal assump- 
tions are necessary to move (2”)‘. 
Proposition 2.6. Let A be an inaccessible cardinal. If there exists j: V+ M which 
moues (2”)’ and such that “M c M, then there are e : V + N and a cardinal ~1 such 
that “N c N and e(p) 3 (2’)‘. 
Corollary. Let A be inaccessible. If there is j : V+ M such that “M c M and 
j((2’)‘) > (2A)‘, then there is an inner model of “3~ (o(v) = u++)“. 
The corollary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 
1.6. 
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Proof of Proposition 2.6. Let us check first j(A) > A. If j(A) = A, then 
j((2”)+) = ((2i(h))+)M = ((2A)+)M C (2”)+, 
and this contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore j(A) > A. When A > K, we can thus 
apply Lemma 2.1: 
(1) Either there is y <A such that j(r) > A, 
(2) or there exists a factorization j = k 0 i such that i(A) = A and the critical 
point of k is A. 
When K = A, we simply set i = identity and k = j. If case (1) occurs, since 
“M c M, we are done. In case (2), let us check the following: 
Claim. (2A)M 3 2”. 
Proof. Since i(A)= A, the embedding i is injective from P(A) into PN(A). 
Therefore IPN(A)I = 2”. We have also PN(A) c PM(A) because the critical point of 
k is A, consequently (PM(A)1 = 2”. Finally this yields (2X)M > 2’. 
We next consider the model H = j(M) and the embedding e : V -+ H defined by 
e = j oj = j(j)oj_ 
Claim. e(A) 3 (2A)+. 
Since “H c H, we will be done. 
Proof of the claim. e(A) is inaccessible in H and A <j(A) entails j(A)<e(A). 
Hence (2i(‘))H < e(A). We have seen in the first claim (2”)M > 2’. If we apply j, we 
get (2j(h))H > @j(*))M. Let us show now (2i(h))M 5 (2’)‘. If the contrary were true: 
(2i(*))M < (2’)+, then j((2”)‘) = ((2jc’))+)M 6 (2*)‘, and we would get a contradic- 
tion. 
Therefore we obtain e(A) > (2j(h))H 3 (2i(A))M 3 (2”)+, and the proof is 
complete. Cl 
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